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Cyber Team Six
The Business of Cybercrime
Cybercrime is a booming business. What was once an inconvenience to users and network
administrators is now an unregulated empire of interconnected criminal organizations and
malicious nation-state actors. Legitimate entities of every type are the target for ﬁnancial
information, or political gain. Gartner Inc. estimates companies world-wide will spend more
than $4.1 trillion in 2021 as they make the shift to modernizing their capabilities and operations,
and in the process create huge vulnerabilities to the security of their networks.
At more than $6 trillion in 2021, cybercrime losses world-wide are estimated to outpace IT
investments. These losses include ﬁnancial information (e.g., credit card or bank account
numbers), personal information (e.g., medical data, social security number, driver license
number, etc.), secrets (e.g., government data, intellectual property, trade secret, etc.) or a
combination thereof. Harder to calculate but equally as important is the cost of permanent
damage to reputations, stolen intellectual property, or weakened national security and
infrastructure.

Cyber Security
Solutions vs. The
Hacker
The cyber security solutions
market is packed with products
and services that focus on reacting
to the criminal acts of theft, fraud,
and espionage. Cyber Threat
Intelligence (CTI) companies can
warn network administrators of
active threats through the
analyzed reporting of tools,
techniques, and methods currently
used by cybercriminals. Data
Collection and Analyses

companies can scrub networks for
anomalies and compromised data
to help companies limit the effects
of a cyber intrusion. Both genres of
cyber security solutions frequently
offer damage control services as a
thinly veiled acknowledgement
that hackers will eventually
penetrate any protected network.
At that point, damage control and
cyber resilience services are critical
to react and respond to a cyber
event or breach. Smart cyber
security solution companies
embrace this market need by
offering cyber event response
services to the companies that
they protect.

The Hacker and
the Secondary
Criminal Market
Hackers often defeat cyber
security technology because
hackers are a different breed of
cybercriminal. Hackers are expert
at exploiting human behaviors and
holes in existing technology to
access information to use later.
Some hackers are nation-state
actors that attempt to steal
corporate or government
information for use in international
espionage efforts. However, most

hackers are individuals working
alone or as a part of an organized
crime syndicate that collect data
to resell on dark marketplaces to
other criminals. These other
criminals—known as secondary
criminals —purchase the stolen
access information from the
hackers to commit a variety of
crimes, from fraud to theft to
extortion.

Cyber Security
Solutions Focus
on the Secondary
Criminal
Most cyber security solutions rely
on identifying and stopping the
illegal actions of the secondary
criminal. Long after the original
hack, when the data was ﬁrst
compromised, the secondary
criminal will use that
compromised data to engage in a
criminal act. It is this criminal act
against which most cyber security
solutions react. Once noticed by
network security watchers, a game
of cat and mouse ensues to limit
the damage. Finding and then
disabling the point of intrusion
while also isolating the affected
data is done to prevent further
losses. Cyber security solutions are
limited to acting upon that which
has already happened (Account
Take Over, Business Email
Compromise, fraud, theft,
ransomware attack, etc.). What
often remains unknown is the
method ﬁrst used (phishing,
credential stufﬁng, malware, etc.)
to obtain the information from
which the criminal attempted or
committed a crime. Also hidden is
the original source of the
compromised information (e.g.,
insider-enabled hack, external
hack, social engineering,
keylogging, reused passwords,
etc.). Cybersecurity solutions
provide limited insight into the
method and source of
compromised data. However,

understanding the criminal
business process behind a cyber
event, especially the original
method and source of
compromise, is critical to stopping
current and future criminal acts.

Limited Insight
Means Limited
Options to Stop
Future Attacks
Without knowing the original
method and source of the
compromise, it is difﬁcult to know
the extent of vulnerabilities
created by compromised data.
Cyber security solutions can help
minimize the damage from a
cyber event but too much remains
unknown to proactively secure all
vulnerable data or stop future
attacks. Unfortunately, most
companies are doomed to repeat a
continuing cycle of managing
damage control balanced with the
application of increasingly
aggressive security measures. Even
with regular password updates,
two-factor authentication,
authentication apps, browser
monitoring, domain monitoring,
data monitoring, and training and
protocols, cyber security solutions
are limited to what the criminal
does to you instead of what the
criminal knows about you.

Learning What
the Criminal
Knows: It Started
with a Hack
Hacking is not an event. It is a
process. It begins with the
application of myriad methods and
tools to assist the hacker with
gaining access to a network or
data source. Malware, phishing,
ransomware, and other
approaches are employed with
targeted or opportunistic intent.

After the intrusion, the stolen data
is advertised on dark Internet
marketplaces and other mediums
where it is packaged and
repackaged for sale. Notably, these
criminal business transactions can
take place weeks, months or even
years after the original hack.

The Business of
the Hacker
Hackers steal information for
ﬁnancial gain or for the future
procurement of other, more
valuable information. Like any
successful business model, money
is exchanged for goods (in this
case, stolen data) at a market rate
based on supply and demand. The
demand for stolen data is great
because of its high margin of
proﬁtability and relatively low risk
of law enforcement action.
However, the stolen information
being sold must be usable and
valid for the secondary criminal
and hacker to receive a return on
their investments. And, like any
other business, a hacker’s
reputation for supplying usable
and valid data is imperative to the
hacker’s return on investment.
Even nation-state hackers seek
usable and valid information from
other hackers. A hacker’s
reputation that is known to deliver
value is the bread and butter of the
cybercriminal industry, so the
hacker is careful to manage the
quality and validity of stolen data.

The Gap Created
by the Hacker
After the hacker employs whatever
means to accumulate stolen data
for distribution, the best hackers
test the validity of the information
using methods typically
undetected by cybersecurity
protocols (e.g., a quick email login,
an account balance check, a small
charge on a payment card, etc.).
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Validating the data takes time, but
once authenticated, the data is
then packaged and repackaged for
different criminal uses (fraud
versus theft versus intellectual
property infringement, etc.).
Finally, the hacker offers the data
for sale on dark Internet
marketplaces and other mediums.
In this lapse of time between the
initial hack and the future use of
the hacked information, a gap
exists in the hacker-criminal
business engagement. It is a gap
of time, and it is exploitable with
the right technology. This gap will
grow as hackers increasingly
specialize in the varieties of data
they sell to an increasingly
discerning criminal marketplace.

Exploiting the
Gap to Get Ahead
of the Hacker
With the right methodology and
technology, the hacker-created
gap can serve as a source of
insight into the actual stolen data
germane to speciﬁc organizations
or individuals. It begins with data
collection companies patrolling
and acquiring troves of
information as it becomes visible
on dark Internet marketplaces and
other venues. Often this
information is searchable by email,
password, phone number, address,
and other personal information
captured from various breaches. If
the queried information is
matched, then it was involved in a
breach and it is vulnerable.
Technologically advanced data
collection companies also gather
information on domains and IP
addresses, and can identify data
from speciﬁc malware or phishing
or ransomware campaigns.
Forward-leaning data collection
methods are vital to staying ahead
of the hacking process and ﬁnding

vulnerable information before the
criminal uses it.

Stay Ahead of the
Hacker through
Cybercrime
Prevention
Technology
Cybercrime prevention technology
is based on a sophisticated
solution to a very common
problem: Identifying compromised
or stolen data “out in the wild” and
identifying any secondary
vulnerabilities that arise from the
compromised data. By more
comprehensively ﬁnding stolen
data and vulnerable data, the
return on investment in
cybercrime prevention includes
more time and options to safely
mitigate compromised data. By
integrating the most extensive
catalogues of information
amassed by data collection
companies, cybercrime prevention
technology quickly uncovers, and
maps hidden connections
between disparate data points to
expose risks and vulnerabilities
that cybersecurity measures alone
cannot. As more vulnerable data is
generated, it becomes visible to its
owners and protectors. Once
visible, more timely options exist
for mitigation to eliminate the risk
correlated with compromised data,
especially that which is still
invisible to the criminal. This is how
cybercrime prevention beats both
the hacker and the criminal: By
securing vulnerable data before it
is used.

A New Edge of
Awareness Created
by Cybercrime
Prevention

The proactive and preemptive
nature of cybercrime prevention
technology marks the difference
between enduring repetitive cycles
of damage control versus
preemptively stopping criminals
before they attack. With hackers
and other cybercriminals
employing more automated
technology and resources to
engineer more sophisticated
attacks, it is no longer adequate to
expect that cybersecurity solutions
will evolve quickly enough to
reactively stop future intrusions.
Nor is it reasonable to assume that
without a proactive and aggressive
hunt for vulnerable data still
invisible, that any data is truly
secure. The edge of awareness for
data owners must expand as the
edge of intrusion capabilities has
indeed already begun to expand
for hackers and criminals.
Absolutely critical to expanding
the edge of awareness for owners
is ascertaining the unknowns, such
as the method, source, extent, and
all affected data points from the
original and subsequent
compromises. By expanding the
edge of awareness for data owners
and protectors through
cybercrime prevention, an outer
ring of armor is wrapped around
operational cybersecurity
measures, providing a powerful
offense to a fortiﬁed defense.

Cybercrime
Awareness Means
Uncovering the
Unknowns
Full cybercrime awareness means
uncovering the unknowns (e.g.,
method, source, extent, all affected
data) that sit outside of your
network to combat sophisticated
cyberattacks. It means knowing
what the criminal knows and what
access the criminal has into your
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employees, customers, and
vendors. It is no longer good
enough to simply know if a piece
of data is compromised or not. The
status of data is not a binary
answer. With the right technology
in place, one piece of data (a
username, a password, an infected
device) can uncover a much larger
problem. With cybercrime
prevention technology, one piece
of data can uncover which
employees, customers, or vendors
are victims of malware or phishing
campaigns on outside networks. It
can lead to the discovery of viruses,
naive user behavior, weak
authentication, third-party
breaches, and other factors
external to a network that renders
a native system susceptible to
attack. It can identify the infected
devices of remote employees,
customers accessing online
platforms, or vendors on a
network. It can determine if
employees, customers, and supply
chain vendors are using a
username or password that was
already compromised days or years
ago, waiting to be discovered by a
hacker. It can tell if any internal or
external user was compromised by
a spoofed access point for an
online retailor or ﬁnancial
institution anywhere in the world.
The ability of cybercrime
prevention technology to track
and map disparate data points is
limitless, and it is vital to stopping
cybercriminals dead in their tracks.

Cybercrime
Prevention Means
More Options to
Timely Mitigate
and Secure
Information
Cybercrime prevention technology
uniquely provides the opportunity
to proactively identify and then

mitigate data vulnerabilities before
criminals use it. This gives data
owners the upper hand in choosing
how to respond to control the risk
associated with data vulnerability.
Options include a localized response
(change passwords, lock a payment
card, freeze a bank account, etc.), or
a larger response (build a fraud
fusion center, initiate a response
team, install adaptive security
measures), or the option to carefully
monitor the affected data for future
action. Cybercrime prevention
technology gives the choice back to
the data owner on how to proceed
against threats and minimize risk. It
breaks the cycle of continuous
damage control because it can
provide a complete picture of a
cyber event or potential cyber event,
allowing more time to explore
response choices. With virtually
unlimited data points that can be
modeled against unlimited sets of
identiﬁers and data tags,
cybercrime prevention technology
can also proactively pursue dynamic
leads on criminal activity. For
example, one global ﬁnancial
institution uses cybercrime
prevention technology to identify
fraud schemes, synthetic identity
creation, IP theft attempts, money
laundering networks, shell
businesses trying to avoid supply
chain controls, and more.
Cybercrime prevention technology
adapts to every business, industry,
institution, and government entity
tasked with the handling of
information.

The Limitless
Potential of
Cybercrime
Prevention
Technology by
Cyber Team Six®

limitless through the cybercrime
prevention technology created by
cybercrime consultancy and
software developer Cyber Team
Six® (CT6). Entirely U.S. built and
supported, CT6 is the inventor and
sole purveyor of cybercrime
prevention software. CT6 software
and its proprietary processes are
trademarked with multiple U.S.
patents pending. It is deployed
into forward-thinking companies
across multiple business sectors.
The efﬁcacy behind the innovative
technology is rooted in a
proprietary software that creates
non PII, or anonymous, data
ﬁngerprints to identify and collect
data about cyber threats targeting
a company’s employees,
customers, and vendors. A
follow-on proprietary process
maps hidden connections
between access or data stolen by
cyber threats and disparate
internal data points about
employees, customers, and
vendors to expose risks and
vulnerabilities with a near-perfect
conﬁdence rate. These matches
are called Indicators of Financial
Compromise (IoFC)®. The IoFC® is
a signal of risk associated with the
connection between access or
information stolen by a cyber
threat and an employee, customer,
or vendor. The IoFC® works like an
Indicator of Compromise (IoC)
except the IoFC® is engineered to
model employee, customer, and
vendor risk outside of the network
using unique identiﬁers,
timestamps,threat tags, attribution
tags, and feed tags. The IoFC® risk
signal is then incorporated into
network defense postures to
integrate with internal models for
employee training, supply chain
hygiene, anti-fraud and theft,
artiﬁcial intelligence, and external
investigations to defeat cyber
threats before they materialize.

The power to discover, pursue,
mitigate, and secure data is
CT6
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Global Impacts of
CT6 Cybercrime
Prevention
CT6 Cybercrime Prevention
changes the paradigm of security
across all business enterprises and
government entities by proactively
protecting CT6 clients and
disrupting the business of
cybercrime. CT6 Fraud Preventer
technology broke the business
cycle of malware-enabled fraud
targeting the customers of a
global ﬁnancial institution
stopping the campaign in its
tracks and avoiding a fraud loss of
millions of dollars. More telling,
criminals moved on to softer
targets as the proﬁt stream at the
ﬁnancial institution dried up. CT6
CredProtect technology was
integrated into a large U.S. based
power utility, radically limiting
their cybersecurity risk proﬁle and
closing thousands of known points
of criminal access into the network
that could often lead to follow on
disruptive attacks, such as
ransomware. CT6 expertise informs

the U.S. Intelligence Community’s
efforts to reduce risk to hostile
threat actors in critical
infrastructure with already proven
results in eliminating nation-state
supply chain risk.

The Future of
Cybercrime
Fighting is with
CT6.®
With CT6 cybercrime prevention
software, any piece of data can be
encoded and instantaneously
investigated. CT6 software works
ofﬂine and follows U.S. DOJ and
E.U. GDPR privacy standards
because no PII needs to leave a
network. There is no excuse to wait
for a cybercriminal to act or
passively hope that a hacker will
not engineer access into a network
before cyber security measures
send an alert. By merging
proactive and preemptive
cybercrime prevention technology
into existing protective measures,
it is possible to ﬁnd the source and

method used to procure access
and stolen data to deﬁne the
extent of the compromise – driving
tailored mitigation. The ability to
see the whole picture involving
any data, device, or event that
touched a protected network is
vital to protecting it. CT6
cybercrime prevention software is
appropriate to every business,
industry, institution, and
government entity that handles
information, especially entities that
face the additional burden of
fending off aggressive
nation-state-actors. As with the
loss of intellectual property or
trade secrets, the loss of national
security information is permanent.

CT6.® Cybercrime Prevention Technology:
Preemptive:

Discover compromised employees, customers,
and vendors before the criminal f raud or theft
event occurs.

Automated Delivery:

Results delivered without human interaction.

Offline:

We do not monitor user sessions. We do not
authenticate. We do not ﬁrewall. We do not
monitor malware in session. We do not push
apps, scripts, or software to devices.

Private:

Secure:
No PII is exported f rom your network.

Invisible:
Frictionless with no added burdens or processes to
slow users or networks.

Ethical:
Criminals do not proﬁt in stolen data acquisitions and
Fraud Preventer users do not trafﬁc stolen data. U.S.
DOJ Compliant.

Flexible:
Scalable, available as an on-premise software or
cloud-hosted solution.

U.S. DOJ and E.U. GDPR privacy law compliant.
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CT6.® Fraud Preventer Technology
CT6 Fraud Preventer technology delivers the next generation of cybercrime loss prevention. Rooted in the
experience of federal investigators of organized cybercrime and adversarial nation-state actors, CT6 Fraud
Preventer® creates end-to-end preemptive on-premise or cloud-hosted software solutions powerful
enough to alter the risk calculus of adversaries and elevate the enterprise anti-f raud ecosystem.

◆ Detect threats using Fraud Incident Event

◆ Disarm nefarious networks or nation-state

◆ Disrupt cybercriminals and nation-state

◆ Defeat cybercriminals by rendering stolen or

Management (FIEM)® criminal behavioral
analytics-based detection to hunt and identify
targeted data f rom premier all-threat
intelligence sources.

actors through proactive data matches to
preemptively mitigate events before a
criminal event occurs.

actors through Indicators of Financial
Compromise (IoFC)® Matching Logic that
connects internal and external data sets
across disparate platforms.

compromised data useless or continue to
monitor activity for future engagement
undetected.

CT6.® CredProtect
The most advanced technology available to preemptively hunt and capture compromised login
credentials. CredProtect works on two levels:

Locates the Global Known Bad and the Identified At-Risk.

CredProtect proprietary processes provide the most comprehensive search of login credentials available,
powerful enough to uncover hidden connections to compromised credentials (the Known Bad) and
credentials vulnerable but not yet used by criminals (the At-Risk). This insight preemptively stops
criminals before they use compromised or vulnerable data.

Combines Advanced Technology and Premier Data Collection
into one solution.

Unique to CredProtect, we combine technology solutions and data collection solutions into a single
platform. No existing market offering compares to CredProtect advanced technology and data
management to keep your networks safe while maintaining peak performance.

Several integration options allow any business, industry,
or organization to focus on specific risk areas.
◆ CredProtect for Employees: Find compromised employee credentials to
decrease vulnerabilities and risk of network exploitation.

◆ CredProtect for Customers: Find compromised customers credentials to
decrease the risk of Account Take Over (ATO).

◆ CredProtect for Supply Chain: Find compromised credentials belonging to
vendors and other third parties to decrease the risk of Business Email
Compromise (BEC).
CT6
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CT6.® Assistive Technologies
CT6 Cybercrime Solutions can be customized with assistive technologies to ﬁt any corporate enterprise,
organization, or government entity. CT6 assistive technologies enable an optimum Fraud Preventer
experienced based on the requirements of any environment.

Business Intelligence.

CT6.® Business Intelligence visualization tool transforms structured data into natural language
descriptions to provide context and explanations of Indicators of Financial Compromise (IoFC).

Graph Link-Analysis.

CT6.® Graph Link-Analysis provides powerful point and click deep-link analysis on common data
attributes (e.g., phone numbers, IPs, device IDs, ﬁnancial transaction information, etc.).

Case Management.

CT6 Fraud Preventer adapts to case management programs (e.g., Kaseware) to allow organizations to
form efﬁcient teams of information security specialists, f raud analysts, and investigators. Fights
cybercrime through a single pane of glass.

Artificial Intelligence.

CT6 Fraud Preventer can calibrate and hone f raud prevention Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) programs to
reveal the ground truth of actual cyber-criminal access into remote workers, customers, or vendors.
Signiﬁcantly improve the predictive ability of existing AI models. Empower supervised machine
learning algorithms to build highly tuned, threat and actor-speciﬁc f raud prevention strategies.

Real-Time Prevention.

CT6 Fraud Preventer highly predictive signals improve real-time prevention programs to better identify
risk. Improve f raud prediction for identiﬁed customers, employees, and vendors/suppliers. Create
highly focused and predictive threat and actor speciﬁc risk rules.

Compliance.

CT6 Fraud Preventer can connect cyber to other required risk management programs (e.g., money
laundering, terrorist ﬁnancing, supply chain and insider threat), and export speciﬁc data to
government mandated reporting [e.g., Suspicious Activity Reports (SARs)].
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